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Blossom Cheer Holding Limited has registered in Hong Kong on March 31, 2014, is 
specialized in tiles and interior wooden doors. Being the wholly-owned subsidiary of 
Blossom Cheer, Guangdong Blossom Cheer Co. Ltd was set up with registered capital of 
10 million CNY, Covering the range from design and development, production, follow-up 
tracing and logistics to localization service.

We highly focus on customer orientation, and strive to achieve fine products, keen 
attitude and humanized design. We do our best to provide controllable cost, visual 3D 
design for the project developers, builders, design companies, wholesalers and other 
customers. 

Our company put great effort for the development of East Africa, West Africa, India, the 
Middle East and Southeast Asia, Australia market etc. What we devote to offer are more 
high quality services and satisfied projects.



With Spirit Of The Craftsman For Higher Creation

Full System Interior Cusmized Door

For A Better Taste Of Life



Noble Series

003

Diaz

MZGD06 MZGD07 MZGD08MZGD05

Smart curved lines are like eyebrows and brings out the slender symmetrical shape of door 
leafs. Overall design style is elegant yet dignified, natural and elegant. Roman decorative 
columns are splendid and shows king manner.



Noble Series

004

Green

MZGD02 MZGD03MZGD01

Veneers with vertical stripes and Horizontal stripes stagger and parquet, engraved on a 
monotonous plate with different facades and patchworks like piano keys with strong sense of 
rhythm; to view the refined life through each grid of glass.



Noble Series

005

MZGD20

Butterfly
Veneer frame with vertical stripes and Horizontal stripes, together 
with the center symmetrical stitching, like quietly open flowers, 
showing the natural beauty.



Noble Series

006

Blossom 

MMPD701

Vertical, irregular and natural wood texture likes the reflection 
of a peaceful lake, which composes a very dynamic, simple 
and lively picture.



MZGD23

Rhythm

MZGD22

Concise curves outline a poetic dividing line on the 
peaceful facing, to compose a warm and romantic 
song for lovers` world, for family happiness, for 
carefree solitude. All is leisurely, thriving and long 
standing.

Noble Series

007



MZGD10 MZGD13 MZGD11MZGD12

Rapa

Noble Series

008

Rapa

Overall style is steady and mature, 
the frames and lines are cautious 
and concise. Classic style is forever 
fashionable. Combined the Golden 
Mean of Chinese Confucian 
culture, the design style is humble 
and steady.



MMPD730

Decency

MMPD728MMPD729

Concise style and compact 
curves showing owners` simple 
and elegant life style; concise 
but not simple. As time goes 
by, serenity and grace remains.

MMPD729F

Classic Series
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Classic Series

010

Ribbon

MMPD702 MMPD705 MMPD706MMPD703

With gong trough craft and 
staggered lines on the surface, 
looks like Chinese knot, and 
like stave which composes the 
movement of happy life.



Aegean Sea

MKQD74 MKQD75MKQD73

To apply Sky-blue showing Sea of Love, very 
anxious to collect all the romantic feelings in 
the world. Rudder modeling of Mediterranean 
style and vintage round nails just like soothing 
waves with sea breeze gentle kiss the face and 
is full of romantics and comfort.

Classic Series
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Classic Series

012

Geometry 

MMPD709 MMPD704 MMPD708MMPD710

Rounded arc-shaped group 
box lines, the most compact 
modeling outlines the Chinese 
concise style, magnificent, simple 
yet elegant.



Jane 

MMPD712 MMPD713MMPD711

Middle surface gong line adopts 
double V groove design, simple 
lines assembled classic curvature 
and the square box, just like 
entering the wedding hall, which is 
filled with pure happiness.

Classic Series
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Classic Series

014

MZGD16 MZGD17

kafir-lily

MZGD15

Light ocean blue, Roman columns 
and the early spring light-colored 
frame structure, Baroque craft, 
layers stacked, bring out the 
quiet idyllic freedom, refined and 
elegant life.



Sunlights

MKQD82 MKQD83MKQD84

Surface gong line adopts double V 
groove design, top plug without buckle 
line on the glass looks like a ladder, 
means step to step promoting to a higher 
position. And like a lazy afternoon sun, 
the glass implied a cozy life and the 
warmth of love.

Classic Series

015



Classic Series

016

Jane Eyre

MKQD80 MKQD79MKQD80

The use of flat gong trough process, 
gong lines and troughs criss-cross as 
the wire mesh, and like a simple life, 
each line with other lines connected into 
a knot, forming a unbreakable network, 
meaning family unity , happiness and 
harmony.



Moon White

MMPD715

Bright and clear moonlight Flows like water, the moon palace petals 
with pleasant favor in the quiet night; away from the bustling earth, 
it embraces a quiet moon, and a warm sweet dream.

Classic Series

017



Classic Series

018

Impression

MMPD721 MMPD722 MMPD724MMPD723

Simple lines and matte white, 
not much complicated shape 
or decoration, novel and 
concise modeling, contracted, 
fashionable and modern.



Waves 

MMPD732 MMPD733 MMPD734 MMPD735 MMPD736MMPD731

To apply Flat panel and frame, the outer frame slightly higher than the core board, no extra 
decorative curves and structures which make it simple, innovative&  full of contemporary feeling.

Classic Series
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Fashion Series

020

Elegance

MSAD710 MSAD711MSAD709 MSAD713MSAD708

Concise stylish red sandalwood finishes with metal parting strips; shape and decoration are 
simple and innovative, very modern.



Cross grains are in longitudinal 
symmetry contrasting dark black, 
look as the African prairie zebra, 
mellow and full of dynamic and the 
beauty of life.

Chejudo

MSAD706 MSAD704MSAD707

Fashion Series

021



Fashion Series

022

Danish Style 

MSAD702 MSAD703MSAD701

Warm white color on the plate contrasts 
to white grain on the walnut, natural 
flavor in the quiet, lively, comfortable 
and modern.



Future

MSAD705

Warm heart white and the high and low patchwork of veneer, like 
poem about the ups and downs of life and the far future, also like 
the upward stairs meaning higher pursuit and better life, which is 
concise and poetic.

Fashion Series

023



Fashion Series

024

Autumn

MSAD715

Door sheet with cosy light-colored veneer, together with 
minimalist lines and without surplus decorations, is simple, 
innovative and modern.



Norway Snow

MKQD76 MKQD87 MKQD88MKQD77

Apply Flat gong groove 
craft, streamlined lines 
collect in one, but each line 
has its own direction, like 
the simple life in the family, 
diversified development 
and happy life combine.

Fashion Series
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Fashion Series

026

Ripples

MKQD71 MKQD72

Looks like a small stone thrown into the 
lake with peaceful smooth surface, a lot of 
ripples appear. Just like our life, stable and 
simple, with nap and episode occasionally 
but ultimately returns to the authenticity of 
the nature. 



Warmth

MSAD714

Grey cloth-pattern vein, three-dimensional frames and eclectic level, draw elements from 
fabric style, it is an interpretation of the art of cross-border beauty.

Fashion Series

027



Project Series

028

Solely

MMQD612 MMQD602 MMQD603

Framed composition with simple lines; concise and modern.



Beyond

MMQD611 MMQD610 MMQD608

Minimalist and flat-plate type mahogany color, with vertical and horizontal spectrum line 
shape curves, simple and modern.

Project Series

029



Project Series

030

Honor 

MMQD604 MMQD605 MMQD606

Vertical straight lines and arc lines like a blooming flower, also like the movement like 
fountains, succinct and lively.



Wisper 

MMQD607 MMQD601 MMQD609

Restraining silver oak color with framed composition like gentle whisper, need to listen carefully 
to find its beauty of peace.

Project Series

031



Project Series

032

MSLD04 Yellow Oak Wood Sliding Door

MSLD04



MSLD01

MSLD01 Wooden Finish Sliding Door

Sliding Series
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Sliding Series
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MSLD02 Wooden Finish Sliding Door

MSLD02



MSLD03 Matte White Sliding Door

MSLD03

Sliding Series
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Sliding Series

036

MSLD05

MSLD06 Red Wine Finish Sliding Door

MSLD06
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Door Top Glass Panel Solution

Door Top Solution



038

Door Top Board Panel Solution

Door Top Solution



Door Hardware

039



Door Hardware

040

More information for hardwares, please contact us.
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Door Open Direction Guidance

OP1: Inside Left Open OP1: Inside Right Open OP4: Outside Right OpenOP4: Outside Left Open

About Wall To Wall Measurement & Guidance

Blossom Cheer interior doors are customized 
as buyer inquire, quotation proposals will be 
based on door sizes.

Mostly, professional construction group have 
the whole proejct details from beginning 
stage, and all door sizes can be found at 
building drawing. 

It need to measurement if there's no design 
drawings, or each door sizes are difference 
because of construction levels. Follow the 
left size picture to measure the height, width 
and wall thickness, which will be helpful to 
get exactly door proposals.

More information & help, please kindly 
contact us.

　Door Guidance

041



            Blossom Cheer Holdings Limited
            广东堡捷建材有限责任公司

E-mail: service@cnblossomcheer.com
WhatsApp:+86 136 9429 8451
Add.: Room 802, B block, Huijiang Yajing Industry Park, 
Panyu District Guangzhou, China
www.blossomcheer.com

Wechat ID: blossomcheer2016


